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In the face of so many record-breaking, 
costly and deadly weather events around 
the globe, the idea of “resilience” has 
become an important topic for communities 
looking to protect their residents, their 
economies, and their local environments. 
Resilience is defined in many ways – from 
the simplest idea of “bouncing back” after 
a major event, to more nuanced under-
standings of building communities with 
preparation, flexibility, connectivity (both 
physical and social), and mitigation strategies 
as core planning directives. The CREATE 
Resilience project was developed in the 
Lehigh Valley region of Pennsylvania, which 
experienced dramatic repeated flooding in 
2004, 2005 and 2006. Nurture Nature Center, 
a nonprofit in Easton, PA that uses science, 
art and community dialogue programming 
to engage its community in learning about 
environmental issues, has been working in 
the Lehigh Valley since those floods to help 
engage the community in learning about 
environmental risks, including flooding, 
climate change, and a wide range of natural 
and man-made hazards, from invasive 
species to watershed health.

In 2018, Nurture Nature Center’s team 
developed the four-year CREATE Resilience 
project as a focused effort to engage its 
audiences in learning about the science of 
hazards as well as strategies for resilience, 
and to undertake a process of building a 
shared vision of resilience for its communi-

ties. NNC focused on three core regions 
in the Lehigh Valley – the school districts 
of Easton, Bangor and Wilson areas, 
which are comprised of many smaller 
urban, suburban and rural municipalities 
that share a flooding risk along the Dela-
ware River and its streams and tributaries. 

The project built on the momentum of 
the region’s local Hazard Mitigation Plan-
ning process, managed by the Northamp-
ton and Lehigh County Emergency 
Management Services organizations, to 
help community members learn about the 
documented hazards in the regions and 
strategies for mitigating risk. The project 
included a wide range of programs and 

activities, including work with two cohorts 
of high school ambassadors, community 
forums and presentations, and a new 
Science on a Sphere® short film document-
ing the project. CREATE Resilience culmi-
nated in a series of artist-designed murals 
for the three focus regions, each of which 
illustrated the shared vision of resilience 
that developed over the course of project 
activities. The murals reflect the details and 
character of each region, including their 
unique highlights and strengths; across all 
of the murals, the importance of people 
and strong community networks of infor-
mation exchange show as central to what 
resilience actually means.

Introduction
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This guidebook is intended to provide an 
overview of the activities of the CREATE 
Resilience project, and to share a high-lev-
el look at some of the evaluation findings 
about the impact the program had on 
participants and the communities involved. 
This guidebook is designed for other 
science and community centers, libraries, 
municipalities or schools that might want to 
undertake a similar project to help educate 
about hazards and strategies for resilience, 
and/or to build a shared community vision 
of resilience within a region or institution, 
or otherwise engage their community in 
thinking about resilience. 

The CREATE Resilience model continues to 
grow and evolve - it is continuing at NNC 
following the initial four-year grant-funded 
effort, with the formation of the CREATE 
Resilience Hub. Based on what we discov-
ered in our first efforts, we are emphasizing 
our work with local municipalities as critical 
partners in community education, along 
with continuing to engage with high school 
youth as important spokespeople for 
resilience. We continue to infuse art and 
arts approaches to learning to reach a wide 
range of learners and to successfully ad-
dress the complexity of issues surrounding 

hazards and resilience – including the 
science, the impacts, and the consequences 
of actions and inaction. And we continue to 
root the project in local community needs, 
encouraging a diversity of voices in the 
conversations about resiliency in the 
Lehigh Valley.
 
We would love to hear from you with your 
questions, and to learn about your experienc-
es if you apply, modify, or implement 
any of the CREATE Resilience process to 
develop programming.
  



Project Goals and Approach
Be intentional and clear about 
project goals and approaches, 
communicate these broadly 
and often so everyone is on the 
same page and expectations are 
accurate. 

Multi-disciplinary approaches 
are valuable for engaging a 
diversity of community members 
and perspectives.

Tip:
Partner with other organizations 
to fill any expert/knowledge 
gaps your project team might 
have. 

CREATE Resilience is a multi-disciplinary 
collaboration between youth and com-
munity to increase knowledge of weather 
and climate science, the risks from local 
hazards, and strategies for hazard mitiga-
tion, while story-gathering and co-creat-
ing a vision for community resilience. 

This project:
• shared the findings of the Lehigh 
Valley’s regional hazard mitigation plan 
with residents of Easton, Wilson and 
Bangor and surrounding neighborhoods, 
and used the momentum of the planning 
process to drive community-wide 
engagement in hazards education and 
mitigation activities. 

• used a blend of community dialogue, 
art, and science approaches to develop 
interactive community meetings, interviews, 
surveys, educational events, story-gathering, 
community tours, murals, and creation of 
two CREATE ambassador youth teams from 
partnering high schools 

• benefited from the active involvement of 
a diversity of partners both local and feder-
al, along with NOAA Assets (MARFC, WFO, 
WPC, CCRUN, SOS, web resources)

    

SCIENCE

ART

COMMUNITY
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Partnerships
NOAA Partners:
(NOAA) NWS Mid-Atlantic River Forecast Center- Peter Ahnert, Hydrologist-in-Charge
Rob Shedd, Service Coordination Hydrologist
(NOAA) NWS Mt. Holly, NJ Weather Forecast Office- Joe Miketta; Ray Kruzdlo

(NOAA) NWS Weather Prediction Center- Jim Nelson 
(NOAA) Regional Integrated Science Assessment team in the Northeast region, 
Consortium for Climate Risk in the Urban Northeast (CCRUN)- William Solecki

External Evaluator: 
Jessica Sickler Consulting, Inc.

Federal, Regional and Local Partners:
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Region 3 Mitigation Division- Zane Hadzick
Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency (PEMA)- Tom Hughes
Lehigh Valley Planning Commission (LVPC)- Becky Bradley and Geoff Reese
Northampton County Emergency Management Services- Tom Guth and Todd Weaver
Lafayette College Environmental Studies Department- David Brandes
Easton Area School District; Wilson Area School District; Bangor Area School District 
Lehigh Valley Community Foundation- Bernie Story/Megan Briggs

Invite advisors and partners 
to weigh in on approach to 
project activities – include 
them from the onset of the 
project, not just after the fact. 
Ask them for recommendations 
for speakers or to participate 
themselves. Ask them to 
help disseminate, share and 
promote – keeping them 
involved generates more 
motivation for support/buy-in.

Diversity of partners and 
regular engagement is key 
to success. 

CREATE Resilience Partners

Northampton County Emergency Management 
Coordinators
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Location and Audiences

Locations: 
Easton, Bangor and Wilson Area School Districts, Lehigh Valley, PA

Target audiences:
• 9-12th grade students
• Adults in communities
• Municipalities

Be specific and clear about target audiences and 
locations. Don’t overpromise on which audiences you 
can serve, but do consider if any of the resources you 
create could be made replicable for other regions 
after the project is over.
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Timeline:

Year 1: 
Needs Assessment and Hazard Education
• Kick-off presentations summarize the findings
of the new Lehigh Valley Hazard Mitigation Plan.

• Three public education events focus on priority 
hazards for each community.

• Youth ambassadors events gather stories 
and photographs from residents about their 
history with hazards. 

• Youth ambassadors photo-document hazards/
successful mitigation efforts on a resiliency tour. 

• Risk to Resiliency Forum presents the year’s 
findings and photo and stories exhibit at NNC.

Year 2: 
Mitigation Strategies
• Training for the community highlights the range 
of mitigation strategies available for regional 
hazards.

• A series of “Hazard Cards,” detail the 
scientific nature of area hazards, as well as 
successful models for mitigation

• Community Mapping workshop and
preparedness event focuses on household
preparedness.

• Risk to Resiliency Strategies forum identifies
key mitigation strategies that will be prioritized.

Year 3: 
Community Vision of Resiliency
• Partnering artists create three community-
specific portable murals that represent the range 
of hazards and strategies for resilience identified 
within each community.

•  “Resiliency Guides” are created for each 
community to document the range of hazards, 
historical photos and stories, and steps to live 
more safely alongside the hazards.

•  Educational events explore options for mit-
igation based on strategies identified by each 
community.

•  Residents provide feedback to area decision- 
makers about community priorities at a final forum 
and discussion of the Vision of Resiliency Mural.

Year 4: 
Dissemination and Evaluation of Outcomes
•  NNC develops a short Science on a Sphere 
film about the CREATE Resilience process.

•  Lessons learned throughout the project are 
shared with other communities via a guidebook 
that accompanies the SOS film.

•  A final report on community priorities and 
vision is delivered and presented to each 
community.

TIMELINE OF ACTIVITIES:

Be realistic about 
the time needed to 
engage community 
members and 
develop materials. 

Regularly assess the project 
timeline internally and be 
flexible/adapt as needed 
(we had COVID hit halfway 
through the project and 
were able to pivot and 
continue to engage the 
communities in other ways 
than in-person events).

Some of these enagements 
included:

• self-guided tours of 
resiliency projects with virtual 
interviews of key project 
personnel
• online community mapping 
tools
• take home preparedness 
starter kits with “hazard 
cards”

• educational countertop 
displays for local stores
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TIMELINE OF ACTIVITIES:

Interviewing Municipal Officials

Make sure community and 
municipal leaders are aware of 
and involved with the project. 
This ensures that actionable 
outcomes have a higher likeli-
hood of being implemented.

Nurture Nature Center conducted eleven 
in-depth, in-person group interviews with 
local officials in the first year of the project 
to better understand the hazards, challenges 
and opportunities in each community, and 
gain a baseline perspective of what was of 
highest priority for municipal leaders.These 
interviews also provided insight into the 
level of preparedness and the capabilities of 
local officials, fire and police departments, 
and emergency managers to address natural 
hazard events. Later in the project, interviews 
were again held with municipal officials to 
share information collected from the com-
munity including priorities and concerns, and 
obtain feedback on the findings including 
any gaps noticed related to hazards and 
assets included. 
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YesMaybe

No

Do you feel that residents in your
community are knowledgeable about

the priority natural hazards?
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Community Hazard Kickoff Meetings
The CREATE Resilience project started with a focus on the bi-county hazard 
mitigation plan for Lehigh and Northampton Counties (Pennsylvania), kicking 
off with a community meeting in Easton, Wilson, and Bangor communities at 
which the hazard mitigation plan was presented and feedback gathered from 
participants. These meetings were conducted in partnership with the Northampton 
County Emergency Management Services (Hazard Mitigation Plan details) and 
the Lehigh Valley Planning Commission (status report on Plan’s adoption in each 
community).

Get a baseline based in the community – ask for priorities, 
perspectives and ideas. Use a variety of ways for collecting 
feedback – surveys, discussion forums.

Nurture Nature Center CREATE Resilience Project Guidebook
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Public Survey: 100s of responses helped us to understand community priorities 
for hazard education

Engaging the Community - Surveys
Input from the community was collected via two online 
surveys: one for residents and one for municipal officials. 
The surveys gathered information about natural hazards, 
considered priorities, critical needs, and preparedness 
levels for each community—this information served as a 
baseline for natural hazard understanding and perceptions. 
Postcards and flyers were designed, and a social media 
and outreach campaign conducted to solicit responses 
to the surveys. 
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Engaging youth in a meaningful 
way brings energy, fresh 
perspectives, and more diversity 
to the project. 

NNC worked with two cohorts (12-14 
students from each of the three area 
schools) of high school youth, educating 
them about related topics, but also having 
them gather stories, research hazards and 
mitigation strategies, and help us plan our 
first Youth Climate Summit. These “Youth 
Ambassadors” had various interests, rang-
ing from weather and other science topics 
to community and civic engagement.

Youth Ambassadors 
Our Youth Ambassadors helped us…
•  connect with the community and gather 
personal stories about hazard experiences

•  research and create educational materials 
related to hazards and climate change and 
participate in community education event

•  engage with city officials and county 
emergency management, among others 
during hazard and resiliency tours.

•  facilitate community discussions during 
public forums about hazards and resiliency  
and helped us get the word out about 
events

• plan for, organize, and recruit partici-
pants to our first annual Youth Climate 
Summit, now an annual event

• present on inspiring youth-led climate 
action examples too

Nurture Nature Center CREATE Resilience Project Guidebook

First cohort of Youth Amabassadors at community forum.
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Storygathering

Youth ambassadors participated in 
a story gathering workshop that 
covered best practices and ethical 
guidelines for gathering stories, and 
each student was given a recorder and 
camera to capture the stories and im-
ages of interviewees in the community. 
A community story gathering event 
was held in each location and collected 
stories were edited and included in a 
photovoice exhibit that was revealed 
during the first forum event. 

Listen to the community. Elevate their voices. 
Hear their stories and share them (if they are comfortable 
sharing). Showing community shared experiences both 
visually, through words and in discussion brings the 
community together to help build a shared vision of 
resilience moving forward.

Nurture Nature Center CREATE Resilience Project Guidebook

Knowing that the climate change trends may continue, 
Dan is considering another unheated greenhouse, 
“moving towards a more protected 
growing environment ”for his crops. 
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Excerpts from photovoice exhibit.
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Educational Events/Presentations
Several educational events were held for the community 
throughout the course of the CREATE Resilience project 
including a Mitigation Mixer which gave an introduction 
to the range of mitigation options related to local haz-
ards and provided time for participants to meet and talk 
with experts and local organizations working in the field 
of hazard mitigation. Other educational events included 
a webinar series and in-person presentations on topics 
related to mitigation such as climate toolkits, flooding, 
and planning.

Nurture Nature Center CREATE Resilience Project Guidebook

CREATE Resilience online resources, including recorded 
presentations, can be found here: https://nurturenature 
center.org/create-resilience/
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Hazard and Resiliency Tours
Community hazard tours were held in each 
community to visit local areas that had been 
affected by hazards, including such stops as 
the Public Works facility that had been con-
figured to be ready to evacuate after being 
flooded in 2004, and a streamside area that 
was affected by intense rain storms causing 
flash flooding. A follow-up virtual resilience 
tour was created by compiling interviews, 
videos, and photos from community leaders 
into an online story map that demonstrat-
ed successful mitigation projects, including 
streambank restoration for flood mitigation 
and shade tree plantings to mitigate extreme 
heat. The tour, available at https://nurturena-
turecenter.org/create-resilience/, was shared 
with community residents and leaders.

Get out in the community and 
observe firsthand areas that 
have been impacted or are 
critical to understanding the 
needs of the community. 
We did this through both 
physical and virtual tours of 
actual locations of hazard 
impacts as well as projects 
that help with mitigation and 
building resilience.
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CREATE Resilience Forum and Exhibit Opening
Three community forums were held during the project - 
these roughly two hour events were held in the first three 
years of the project, one each fall - some in-person and 
some virtually. The events started with a short topical 
presentation, followed by a series of questions that small 
groups discussed and reported out to the full group at 
the end. The first forum focused on hazards, sharing the 
experiences of hazards in the community, establishing 
priorities for future learning, and building a base for a 
shared vision of resilience. The second forum included a 
speaker from the local National Weather Service Weather 
Forecast Office, and results from a community mapping 
exercise were shown, along with discussion. The third 
forum revealed the murals and fostered discussion about 
them and the community visions of resiliency. 

Center community in all the activities and 
efforts – elevate the community voice and 
give space for community members to share 
their stories, concerns, and ideas. 

Facilitate open dialogue that seeks under-
standing not necessarily consensus. Value all 
voices equally. 

Community forums are a great approach
for engaging community, allowing voices 
to be heard, and facilitating critical discus-
sion around issues of importance to the 
community.

Nurture Nature Center CREATE Resilience Project Guidebook

Forum attendees view photo exhibit.
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Engaging Artists to Represent the Community’s Vision
A key highlight of the CREATE Resilience 
project was the integration of art and 
engaging local artists throughout the 
process to understand and visualize each 
community’s vision of resilience. The murals 
that were created serve as a lasting message 
of community sharing, understanding, and 
hope and helped reach and significantly im-
pact a broader audience by more personally 
connecting community members.

Artists were selected on the following 
criteria: residency and engagement in the 
community they represent, skillset in the 
arts and ability to visually communicate 
concepts, and an interest in learning about 
environmental hazards.

Engage artists that live in the 
community they are creating for; 
it increases both the artist’s 
commitment to the project and 
the residents’ pride and ownership 
in the resulting work of art. 

The resulting murals were exhibited 
in various locations within each 
community to allow for maximum 
exposure to a diverse audience.
After one year, the murals were 
given on permanent loan to schools 
and hospitals, extending the impact 
of the whole process.

Bangor Area Community Resilience Mural, artist James Gloria16



Bangor Area Community Resilience Mural, artist James Gloria

Finding creative, interactive ways to engage the 
community and collect feedback and data strength-
ens support of the project while providing needed 
information. NNC used the Community Remarks 
platform to solicit responses from the community 
on assets and vulnerabilities in the area.

Community Mapping Exercise
Community members were asked to participate in an online com-
munity mapping exercise (using the Community Remarks platform) 
as part of a brief survey prior to participating in the second year 
forum. The poll (available here https://nurturenaturecenter.org/
create-resilience-poll/) helped identify needs, challenges, and 
important resources to improve resilience to natural hazards. 
Participants placed over 200 pins on a local map and left informa-
tion about needs or resources.
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As COVID restrictions kept us from gathering, we adapted our 
plans and used community outreach strategies to continue 
the dialogue with residents about the need to prepare. Hazard 
information gathered by the youth amabassadors was made into 
countertop “hazard card”displays that were shared through many 
locations including municipal offices and local stores. Additionally, 
approximately 300 emergency preparedness kits were distributed 
to the residents of Easton, Bangor and Wilson areas.

Adapting

A critical element of 
community engagement 
is to be flexible and adapt-
able. Starting a collaboration 
and outreach effort requires 
the openness to shift pre-
conceived notions or plans 
in order to address commu-
nity needs. NNC shifted its 
approach due to the COVID 
pandemic and provided 
asynchronous learning 
opportunities and free 
preparedness kits to the 
communities we were 
working with.
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A series of “hazard cards” were 
developed and handed out within the 
communities. Find the hazard cards here: 
https://nurturenaturecenter.org/create-resilience/
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CREATE 
Resilience

CREATE Resilience 
“Ripple Effect Map”

Nurture Nature Center and J. Sickler Consulting

Our evaluation firm, J. Sickler Consulting, Inc., used Ripple 
Effect Mapping techniques, along with surveys and other data 
gathering, to help us understand the changes that CREATE 
brought to our communities, and to our organization.

What Did We Learn Through This Process?
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Measuring impact of a community project is not always easy – immediate feedback at events through short surveys 
can be supplemented by longer term measurements such as with Ripple Effect Mapping. The CREATE Resilience 
project used both surveys, interviews, and REM to understand the ripples that emanated from project activities. 

Read the final evaluation report here: https://osf.io/dn28p/
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Highlight the great work you and your partners do in the 
community.  NNC developed community guidebooks and 
a Science on a Sphere® film to share about the CREATE 
Resilience project.

Nurture Nature Center CREATE Resilience Project Guidebook

Share and Celebrate!

Nurture Nature Center’s Science on a Sphere® exhibit.

The community guidebooks, along with other resources from this project, 
can be found at: https://nurturenaturecenter.org/create-resilience/

Read our journal article here:
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1029/2023CSJ000028
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The community guidebooks, along with other resources from this project, 
can be found at: https://nurturenaturecenter.org/create-resilience/

Nurture Nature Center CREATE Resilience Project Guidebook

Plan for sustaining efforts, next steps, 
and continued action from the begin-
ning, not just at the end.  

NNC is continuing its CREATE efforts 
through additional funding and address-
ing gaps and needs that were identified 
in the first CREATE project. In a follow 
on project called the CREATE Resilience 
Hub, NNC is working with educators, 
youth, and municipal leaders to provide 
relevant resources and templates, espe-
cially for smaller municipalities with less 
resources and staff available for creating 
resiliency plans.

The Hub will build on CREATE Resilience 
to provide knowledge, resources, and 
connections so communities can make 
informed decisions about the challenges 
they face and will provide education and 
resources to residents to enable them to 
better partner with their municipalities in 
planning for resilience.
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